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ABSTRACT 

The reculte of recent teste with Nb 3Sn and Nb- Zr alloy wire c chow that 

the cuperconductlng 	 of both matertaic are very promising 

in teeta made with short samples. 

• 	At preaónt. Nb-Zr alloys have higher critical current dcnoitics than 

• in magnetic fields below 60 kgaucc. Nb 3Sn will go beyond 60 kgause and has re. 

mained superconducting as high as 180 kgauca. Pulsed dc teats on short wiroc 

of Nb-25 a/o Zr at frequencies from 1 to 1000 ppc give the came critical currentS 

as the dc tests. 

Tests with small coils have not progressed beyond the 15.kgauso range. 

A coil wound with Nb-25 ale Zr alloy wire reached 7.8 k gauoe—a factor of 2 1/2 

below the design point—but remained superconducting at the 7.8 kgauoc plateau in 

external fields up to 70 kgauaa. A coil of Nb 3Sn wire performed as prodictcd at 

90 amp and kgausa. 

The effort now is to find out why short lengths of superconducting wire 

have better critical- current propertieo than coiled long lengths. 
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RECENT SUPERCONDUCTIVITY TESTS AND STUDIES 

Paul R. Arozi H. Paul Hrziande8 and Harley C. Hitchcock 

Lawrence }adiatio.n Laboratory 
Univereity of California 

Berkeley. California 

Augot 15. 1961 

INTRODUCTION 

In early 1960. ouperconductivity was not considered ceriouály by many 

pooplo for 1abratory magneto. Moot of the reoearch in applied 4uperconductivity 

was in the development of euperconducting vacuum-evaporated thin filmo for corn-

puter use and for miniaturiuing olectrQntc equipment. The auporconductivity work 

was directed toward making thingri emallor, and very little effort was opondod 

toward making more powerful magnoto. 1he practical use for euperconducting 

magneto ooemed far away. At this time, to name only a few, Autler at Lincoln 

Laboratorioo was working, with iron-cored niobium-wire magneto, 1  and Boeorth at el. 

at the Ball 1 olaphono Laboratorlee were examining the magnetic propertice of Nb 3 n. 

In Augnot 1960, oevorel papero on oupercoaductivity were preoorited at the Cryogenic 

Engineering Conference. 

We began some ouporconductivlty otudieo in mid-1960 on a part-trnebecio. 

The goal of this work was improvement of the rooistive propertieo of oupor-

conducting nata1o, or a oelution to the difficult problem of winding thin-Alm magneto. 

In February of this year Kunzler. and bie aaoociatoa at the Bell Laboratory 

announced that the interruetallic compound Nb 3&i remained euperconducting in 

magnetic flelda ae large as the 30 kgauoe, and with current danoitieo excced.Ing 

100.000 amp/cmZ. The implicatiozie of thooe experimGntel reoulto to the ó.dvenco 

of high-energy nuclear Izietrumentetien ware cnorznoue. It bocamo p000iblo to 

conotruct large ouperconducting magnate which conourned alznoot negliblo power 
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and produced fields in the neighborhood of 100 kgausc.. Field strengths previously 

attainable only at great expense and in magnets of small aize were now within 

reality. 

It was known that certain lntermetafllc compounds, notably Nb 3 Sn, had 

very high critical fields and transition temperatures, but these materials were 

extremely brittle and unsuitable for forming.. The people at Bell Laboratories 

approached this as a packaging problem. They loaded a niobium tube with powdered 

tin and niobium, then swaged and drew the packed niobium tube to fine wire and 

siAtered it at co 10000 C. 

In April 1961, Arp and i{ropschot 5  at the Bureau of Standards (NBS) in, 

Boulder and 3ettersón et al. of ORNL observed superconductivity in Nb 3Sn in 

pulsed magnetic fIelds. 6 

The 0.50-mm—diarn NES wire was oriented parallel to the applied magnetic 

field, which reached a peak value of 185 kgauss in 7rnsec. NBS reported currentS 

from 23 amp (10 5  amp/cm 2 , based on core thamoter) at 135 kgauss and 40 K to 

5 amp at 130 kgauao and 1.6
0 K. 

OFNL oriented their 0.38-mrn—diam Adre sample both parallel and trans-

verse to the applied magnetic field, which reached a peak value of 120 kgausa in 

20 to 150 usec. 01NL reported currents from 250 amp, in zero external field, 

to 45 amp at 125 kgauss in their best longitudinal sample. In the transverse 

sample the wire carried 2 amp at 90 kgauss. The temperature was 4.20 K in both 

cases. 

At the APS spring meeting in April 1961 in Washington, a niobium alloy 

with 33 a/o airconium was reported to be superconducting, again by Kunalor 

of the Bell Laboratories. The advantage of this wire was that it did not require 

sinte ring, and therefore could be used again. In the prosent state of the art, 

sinte rod NbSn wire can be wound only once, because flexing it appears to damage 
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the brittle core. lCunzlers tests showed that the Nb-33 a/o Zr alloy had a 

critical temperature of 16.5 0 K and an observed current density of 104  axnp/cm2  

at 80 kgauss at l.5 °K. The wire required 97% cold working to achieve this current 

deniity. In' the 'as melted" condition, the current density was only 500 amp/cm 2 . 

In May 1961, T. G. Berlincourt, I. R. Hake, and D. H. Leslie of Atomics 

International announced that the current density had been increased another order 

of magnitude to 10 amp/cm 2  in a Nb-25 a/o Zr alloy. The applied field was 

perpendicular to the sample in a field of 29 kgauss at4.ZK. The sample was a 

strip 0.069 mrnx0.38 mm rolled from wire, to increa.e the amount of cold work0 

Nb 3 Sn wires from 0.38-mm to .152-mm diam, and niobium-zirconium 

wire of 0.25-cum and 0.51-rum diam and 25 and 33 a/o sirconiwn have been tested 

at J3erkeley. 9  Critical current møacurements of 0.25 mm Nb-Z5 a/o Zr wire 

have been made with half-wave sinusoidal currents at frequencies of 1, 10 100 

ad 1000 pps. We found no signiflcant effect of the pulsed current on the propertis 

of the wire. Several small superconducting solenoids have also been tested. 

rhis brief review does not include all the people, laboratories, or 

companies now working on applied superconductivity. To our knowledge there 

are 17 laboratories or universities, and 19 manufacturing companies that are 

engaged in the development of superconducting coils or wire. Many other aUoys 

and àompounds, binary and tertiary, have been tried, butwé would need no others 

for the present 41 we could learn to apply those that already exiot, 
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Tests with Superconducting Wires 

The appUed field and critical current denoity charactozjjcg Of some 

Nb3 Sn 10  and Nb-Z5 a/o Zr 9  Zr alloy wires observed in tosto at the Lawrence 

Fadiation Lab3ratory arc shov'rn In Fi. 1. These two suoerconductor are the 

best 'available at thic 	and ci be concdored for most laboratory magnets. 

The curr'.nt fen;iy ir baced on thc total wire diaxnetor with inoulat.ion (coo 

Fable I). Dou 	lazs iculation is assumed for the Nb 3 Sn wirco, and a heavy 

coating of cynthctic resin ic arcumcd L,  the Nb-Zr wires. Coil-winding space 

factors are not included. 

The sample is placed in Liquid heLium, and an external magnet in used to 

give the desired applied field. The current is applied to the wire sample from 

an external dc power supply. When the critical current Is reached, a resistive 

potential suddenly appears across the.sample. 

All of the data shown in Fig. 1 were taken with the wire submerged in a 

helium bath at 4.2 0
K in a magnetic field applied transverse to the current in the 

wire test sample. The critical field of the Nb-Zr alloys Improved when the bath 

was cooled to about 20
K shifting about 12 kgauss to the right. 

Two sisea of Nb-Zr alloy wire were used to determine the effect of cold 

working. The 0.07-0-in, —diam wire (0.51 mm) was cold worked in excess of 

99.0%, and the 0.010-ln. —diarrt wire in excess of 99.8%. Figure 1 shows that on 

the basis of this small amount of data there 10 not a significant difference betwoen 

the 0.010- &id the 0.020_in. —diarn wire. The difference betwoen the two O.OZO-Ln,.-. 

dian samples is greater. 
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There are many variablea of the wire that can effect the reaultal for 

example, the cold working, chemical compoeltion homogeneity, purity. dot&tls 

of the manufacturing proceQe, and the joining of the teet wire to the onrnplo holder. 

The junction of the eupercouductor to:the.eamplo holder must be made 

carefully. The experimental resulte of the wire teste can be sffctàd greatly 

by the Joule heating at the junction. A poor junction will heat exceeiaivoly and 

may quench the superconductor. At high magnetic fields, motion of the sample must bo 

• 	prevented to avoid eddy-current heating. Heat transfer charactorietics, above 

and below the X point of liquid helium, and the specific heat capacity of the 

terminal junction are al so important. 

The Nb 3Sn data were obtained earlier and had the additional variables of 

core-to-sheath rato core ..ompoeition, and sintering procedure. The Nh 3 Sn wires 

were all sintered at 970 0 C for 1.6 hr in an out-gassed evacuated, and cealed.oLf ,  

quartz tube. 

The o1opeo of the curves in Fig. 1 chow that the Nb-Zr. alloys are suited 

for magnet. of 1es a than 70. kgauos. The Nb 3Sn compound on the other handD has 

lower over-all currnt densit1e, but it is necessary for high-field magnets up to 

possibly 150 kgaucs. 
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Toete with Small Solnids 

Three email ouporconducting coilo were tooted. Two were wound with 

Nb3Sn wire, and one with Nb-25 a/o Zr wire. The firot coil tooted wao iado 

of about 7 ft of 0.025-in. —diam Nb3Sn wire. The coil was wound on a 1/8-in. - 

diam otainleoo stool epool. Ps 1/4-in, wide, and had 75 turnO. This wire was 

made at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and was ointeed, after the coil was 

wound, at 970°C for 16 hr in a quarta tube evacuated to less than 10 mm Hg and 

sealed before firing. No olectrical insulation was used between turns. The wire 

wao made from a 1/4-in. —o. d. x 1/l6-in. —i. 4• x as  2-in. -long niobium sheath, 

packed in air with a weight mixture of 2.35 parts Nb tot part Sn powder of smaller 

than 325 mesh. The end was plugged with a Nb plug and the rod awagod into 

0.025-in. —diarn wire. 

The Nb sheath is a superconductor at low field and therefore, to start 

the coil, the superconductivity of the sheath must be quenched without quenching 

the Nb35n core. The sheath vrae quenched with an external field of Fu 8 kgauco. 

At this field the Nb sheath becom3c an electrical insulator relative to the super - 

caducting Nb3Sn core. The cuircnt was thou applied to the coil from a dc external 

source In the usual manner. 

The call did net make a magnetic field on the first attempt. We had die-

covered proviouoly, on another sample, that Sn loakod out of the wire core during 

the  vacuum sintoring oparation, and coated the outer surface of the coil windings. 

It is possib1 that the Sn peaked directly out of the sides of the wire, becauo in 

this ot 	of the art the core does act always stay in the center of the wire during 

the a raging procaca. (A croso aection of the wire often lootzc somewhat like a 

spiral aebale, so shown in Fig. 2.) The Sn may have combined on the outside 
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of the Nb sheath during sintering and formed the Nb 3 
 Sn compound, which would 

cause a high-field superconducting short circuit. 

The coil was etched in a solution of 2H 2 SO4 4 2HNO 3  + HF, and than 

produèed its rated field of 7.7 kgausc at 90 amp (see Fig.3). The wire critical-

current curve Is plotted from the test data In Fig. 1. The wire used in this coil 

is the same as that used in the critical-current test. The coil-characteristic curve 

(I3 = 70 i) is the straight line starting from zero. The coil data were obtained by 

measurement. The magnetic field was measured with a 1/16-in, —diam eoarch 

coil that was pulled through the field. The coil went normal at 77 kgausa. However. 

the coil was in an external field of 9.5 kgauss, and therefore the Nb3Sn was in a 

resultant field of 1Z 2 kgauss, made up of its own field of 7.7 kgauss at right 

angles to the external field of 9.5 kgauss. The resultant field curve for the coil 

is the dashed line; it intersects the wire critical curve near the test point. The 

wire in this coil perormed the came as it did in short oexnplea. 

The second coil was also made of Nb 3 	 — Sn with 265 ft of 00l5diam wire; 

Its performance is shown In Fig. 3b., This coLIoperated at 23 amp and reached 

a field of 12 kgeuss; the resultant field on the wire was 15 kgauos. The design 

point was 20 kgause at 38 amp. The coil does not have electrical insulation and 

the rise time of the magnet is about. three hours. 

Although in principle the Nb 3  Sn coils can be potted in a normal metal, 

our future test coils will be insulated with SiO,  to obtain a higher starting voltage  

so that the coil can be turned on in a reasonable time. 
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The third coil teste4 was nac$ó of 80 f of 0.010-n. —dizn Nb-25 a/o 

Zrwire, The V4O is 01tTLC 1y : in.54at0d with & 0.003--thich epoxy coating. 

The design point of this coil was 20 hgaaaa, at 78 amp, as shown on Fig. 3c. 

On the first rn the coil red only 17 amp and prodnced a field of 4.4 kgauss. 

An external field from 0 to 70 kgatss was applied to the coil. Thd coil consiGtcntly 

went normal at about 17 amp, for all fields, sp to approximately 70 kgauas; 

above 70 kgnss the critical current of the wire diminished rapidly to sero, as 

expected. The coil performance was disappointing In that the critical currents 

expected from meat meats of short saniplea was highs r by a factor of about 

Z1/L 

Thin result did indicate, however, that the wire is a snoerconductor up 

to7O kss. 

The dimensions and coil characteristics of these three coils are shown 

in Table II. A. photograph of the coils and a wire test sample is shown in ?ig. 4. 

Coil Design 

The operating point of a coil is at the intersection of the coil- characte ristic 

line and the wire criLical-curreut curve, as shown In Fig. 3. The coil-charactorlstc 

line can be calculated, but a safety factor dependent upon a degree of ignorance 

must be applied to the wire critical-current curve. 

The coil can be designed so that it has.  axial stacks of coils. Thus each 

coil section can be separately tested and selected for optimum location in the coil 

assembly. The coil sectionS may be replaced if either the coils develop faults 

or a better wire becomes available. 

A ci1 section can be further subdivided so that each subsection can be 

operated near the critical current. In this manner, maximum use can be, made 

of the wire. 	Thick coils, especially, will show a gain. Long thin coil 
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assemblies may require only a single pair of lead; for each coti section but 

each section may operate 
I at a different current. Howe'vor, multiple leads inay 

be desired for coil; made of Nb 3Sn wire that canziot be used again ouce . it has 

been sintered. 

Present coils are driven by an external current source that allow; the 

current to be controlled. As brAg as the wits size and currents are small, the 

• 	 heat leak into the dewar is not a problem. 

Persistent currnt8 nay be desirable for some uses. These coils can 

• 

	

	 be started with an external current supply connected directly to the coil. A super- 

conducting switch, which is simply a superconducting wire, is connected acrosS 

the coil terminals, 
and can he held in tha normal state by local heating or by a 

magnetic field. When the desirable current is reached, the heat or field is re-

moved and tne wire eitch is aLlowed to 90 juperc3ndLCtIt. Thn persietaut current 

will circult5 in the coil. and the eternai cur Arnt source c:m then be r.vcd. 

5e lectrbrnagTetic pressure in magnetiC field is ropottional to the 

square of the 1nanetic field, as expressed by F 	
/1.735. whtre P is in 

lb/lu. and B is in kgaues. The solenoid may be envisioned as a pressure vessel 

with a wall of thickness t (r)/(l.735S) , where t is 
in Inches, coil radius P 

is iniuches, and the tensile stress, .5, is in lb/in. ?or example, a magnetic 

2  field of 100 kgauss will have an iterutl pressurk of about 6000 
lb/in. A ;otenoid 

ress of 50,000 lb/in 2  in the coil and aool will have 
designed with an average teniie  

a wail ttttcknes equal to 1/10 the coil 
radius. However, the stresses in the w1re5  

spool. and potting compound will all be different because each material has a 

different area and modulus of elasticity. Ten;ton tests made at oulder with 

Nb3Sn wire showed that the wire was still superconducting as the tension stress 

approached the ultImate. 12 When the limit of these delgna is reache4. ;o-calbod 

13 
force-free coils can be considered.  
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The question of safety is reaUy the question of what happens to the storod 

energy when a coil goes "noyrnallf due to, say, loss of refrigeration. I he 

eolution, as with cc,nventional msgi)ets. Is to dissipate the energy in a way that 

does not destroy the coil. 1 his iripliee couve31ing tke sored vnergy to heating 

of gn internally located shorted turn. Thi shorted t'irn might be the metal s.00l 

that the coil is wound on and, in some designs, also the dewar vessels or other 

components enclosing the magnetic field. LI this technique can be used, the 

temperature rise irj a coil of lOOkaas could easily be lees than 200.., or an 

absolute final temperature of -100
0 C, The rate of helium evolution will be limited 

by filrn.-boiling co.ffcients to less than 10 w/cm. so this factor may be accom- 

inodated by adequte venting.. If the coil thickne6s is determined by t W (T 2 1/(1,733 S), 

and all of the energy stored in the magnetic eld is converted to specific heat In the 

coil assembly; trien the ten'erature rise, iN 3 K, is constant for all ficids and 

radii, and depends only upon t'ir speclui• heat, C. and the density, w, oi the 

material and upon the design tension etrees. S in the solenoid coil assembly 

(1. e. • t.i .  = S/wc). The only power required to operate a superconducting magnet 

is that required to keep the superconductor cold. When an external current supply 

is used, power is not dissipated in the superconducting coil, but there is a heat 

loss in th& leads botween the current supply and the coil. 

The refrigeration loss is the thermal-radiation and conduction losses be-

tween, saf, itqtdd-helitm temperature, 4.ZK 0 ,and ambient temperature. Eloat 

can be rernved at one or more Intermediate temperatures chosen no that minirnuni 

- 

reration pow 	
14er is used. 	Thermal- radiation shields are usually operated at 

liquid-uitroen temperature in small systems. The thermal-radiation heat flux 

for sooe izoulationa. is listed in Table IlL 15, 16 
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Heat is bet by conduction through the coil eupport; the c rrent loc4e 

refrigerant, vacuum, and preoeuro-reliof piping; and the connectionc to liquid-

level and temperature indicatore. 

The refrigerator capacity is sometimeS determined by the amount of time 

desired to cool the coil to the operating temperature. The refrigerator may have 

a high cool-down load and a low operating load. The coil assembly. if very 

heavy. may require a large refrigerator to remove the specific beat within a 

reasonable time. However, the dowzir that eurroundthe coil assembly may be 

vory efficient and have a very small heat leek. The refrigerator would then operate 

at a very low load, once the lolonoid was cold and the magnet field turned on. 

The dewar surrounding the coil, the vacuum-in3ulattofl øyotsmn, and the 

refrigeration system can be made to Lit a wide range of coil designs because the 

coils will not vary much in thiclznosc. 

A 50.kgauee superconducting magnet, made with Nb-Zr alloy wiro, and 

having a 32-tn. -diam clear Opening and a, coil height of 46" would have the following 

characterietice when superconducting wires can perform In long lengths as they 

9  doinshorticngths. 
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Do oi gn Summay 

Inner radlue of coil 18 in.. 

Coil tbickneea 	 - 0.67 in. 

Total coil height 56 in. 

Gonductor height 40 tn. 

Aznpere-turna 8.6106  

Current, conatant for all turno 154 amp 

Wire diarn with reein inaulaUon 0.022 in. 	- - 

Current deneity 50.000 amp/cm 2  

Turne 56,000 

Woightof wire 718 lb 

Weight of coil aoaembly at 10.000 poi8treae 4430 lb 

Magnetic field 50 kgauoc 

Conduction heat 1080, 4 to 77
0 K, 2 in. 

2  area, 10 in. long, oth etl 5w 

Padiat1on heat boo. 10 5mm Hg vacuum 4 to 77 ° K, 100 ft 2  2.5w 

Total heat 1030 at 4.20 K 7.5w 

eioratlon capacity at 4.20 K 50w 

Hat ccpaclty of coil aecembly. 4 to 77
0 K 37w-hr 

Time to cool coil, 77 to 4 0 K with SOw 45 mm 

Uquid-heUum coil bath 250 litero 

Time to liquify 250 litero 13 lii 

Nitrogen 	co by magaet ond refrigerator 25 litcro/hr 
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Cost Suziinay 

Summary showing the potential difference in cost 

Conventional 
	

Superconducting 
iron-copper 
	magnet 

magnet 

•1 %Sa asa 

Coil 	 LDV,VVV 	 u,vuv 

Core 	 100,000 

Refrigeration 50w at 4.2
0 K 	 150.000 

Power Supply, 7 mw 	 700Q0O  

Initial Cost 	 $1,050,000 	 $400,000 

Power Coatb for 5 years 	 850.000  

Initial Coat plus 5yeare power cost 	 $1,900 1 000 	 * 400,000 

&Nb_Zr  alloy wire preliminary price of 350 per lb 

b2000 hr/yr, power cost 001 kw/hr 
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• 	 Concluio 

Two 3upercondnctiug rnatorialo prforrn,vory well in tecto with %-Aree $ c 

• 	long. Preliminary ; rOoUltO of pulOOd...dC tta3tO on ohort Wiroof Nb-25 a/oZr at 

frequonciec from ito 1000 ppo give the oemecritical currente no the dc toQto. 

In the three email coilo with wire 1enjthe from 7 to 265 feet, the reoulto vjore 

acattorcd. One coil reached the critical current opected; another wao lo; by 

a factor of about 2 1/2. 

more coil teota suet be made to determine the effect of wire icagh on 

• 	critical current. LaA76 
 time reliability muot also be otudied. The baeic bchvior. 

of ouperconductivitY in motalo and the effectG of compoaition. homogeneity,  

Lmiritio2, and otrain are not yet well underctood. 

Wire of Nb 3Sn or Nb-Zr alloy Ic commercially available, but the wire to 

cUll in the developmental otato and can not be purchaood with "copper wire" 

dcpondabLtlity.Plarchacero can not opocify the wire comp1etly, and nirnufacturera 

can not guarantee the ouperconducting propertico of the wire. 	The only roliablo 

accetancetet, far:  is  to tzy iL 

Thepr000nt price of ouperconducting wire rangec from 100 to 400 • 

or nboat two to eight timee the coot of Nb. Niobium is about no ptontiiil in nature 

no nickol. 

Ccrcoc1ucting manto are not hero yet, but if they are fundamentally 

fothie they may develop faoter than bubble chambero. The firot omall chc.mbrO 

were operated in 1956, two yoaro after the diocovery by Glacor in 1952. The 72-inch 

?bbe cbambr wae firet operated in 1991 almoot 7 oaro after tho diecovory. 

The cryeonic aepocto of ouporconducting magneto are routine onginocrinc 

phIe. oliurgical w000arch hac been accelerated during the pact ten yo2r0. 

and arc v flatic in large quantitiec. There Ic a general intercot by 

The effort w LD  to and e why ohort longthe of cuporcoaductin wire 

have beer 	cel-czvO p pertice than cl1cd long longtho. 
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FIGURE CAT1ONS 

Critical current density verSuS applied magnetic field. Nb-Z5 a/o 

Zr alloy has high current densitieS below 70 kgauso but Nb 3Sn will 

reach fields above 100 kgauQS. 

Z. 	10ornicrograph of early Nb 3Sncored 'urire in Nb sheath (0.025-in- 

diam wire made at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and used in coil tests 

• 	
plotted in 1g. 3a). The Sn appears to have :tefl entirely converted to 

• 	 Nb 3
Sn. Some nonconverted Nb_powder particles are visible in the core. 

'lg. 3. Coil performance of three euperconduCt°tfl cilS. The coil characteristic 

Une is the measured gauss/amP property of the coil. The 
resultant field 

curve of the wire Is the resultant field of the external Nb quenching field 

and the field of the coil. The test operating points are shown. Th design 

operating point of the Nb 3 Sri coIl3 Is. the intersectiOn of the resultant field 

and the wire critical_Current curve. The Nb-25 a/o •r coils do not have 

an  external quenching field. 

Fig. 4. Small supe rconducting coils and wire test fixture. 

Loft to right: Nb 3Sn coil made of 7 ft of O.0Z5_Ind1am wire (reached 12 

kgaues at 23 amp). Nb 3Sn c1l made of 265 ft of 0.015-in. —diarn wiro 

(reached 12 kgauss at 23 amp). Nb-25 a/o Zr coil made of 30 ft of 0.010-in. - 

dlam wire (reached 9 hgauos at 30 amp without an external field). Tho coil 

was
pconduCtiag at 4.4 kgauss at 17 amp in external fields up to 70 

tteS. 

Wire test fixture 6-cm long supported In Micarta and soldered to coppor 

blocks. 
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Table 

W iro. 	WI ro th&m 
• 	diam 	• with lnu1tIon 

(in.) 	 (in.) 

Nb 3Sn doub1O-313S inu1.atod 	 0,015 	 0.OZ1 

0.021 	 0.030 

• 	 0.025 	 0.034 

• 	 0.060 	 .0.069 

Nb-Zr Qynthctic roon 	 0.010 	 0.012 

. 0.020 	 0.023 
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Table IL Coil cbracteritico 

Wire manufacturer L.RL : i(awocki Wah Chanrj 

Type of 'wire Nb 3Sn Nb3Sn Nb-Zr 

Wire diam, in. 0.025 0.015 0.010 

Wire length. ft 7 265 80 

Wire weight. lb  0.012 0.174 0.059 

Coil I. d., in. 0.125 0.375 0.375 

Coil o d • in 0 55 1.625 1.00 

Coil width., in. 0.Z65 0.365 0.375 

Number of turne 75 1014 430 

Ineulation None None Epoxy 0.003-in. 
wall 

• 	Calculated 1K1 941 5201 3001 

)4eaeured lKi 701 5201 2601 

Coil max current, amp 90 23 30 

Coil max field, kgauec 7.7 12 7.8 

Extornalcjuench field, kgauoo 9.3 9 0 to 66 

Wire reoultant field, kgauee 12 2 15 4.4 to 70.4 

Riate time 	 •• • 	 15 eec 3 hr 0 
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In.u1atio 	type . 

Temperature Heat 
flux range 

(°K) (w/ft 2 ) 	- 

Vacuum 105mxnHg . 	 300to77 1.250 

Vacuum.a 10 mm Hg 77 to 4 0.025 

Vacuum, a 10 mm Hg 77 to 4 0.007 

Multiple ohield. 1/2 in. thick 300 to 4 0.070 

Multiple ohield. 1-1/2 in. thick 300 to 4 0.025 

incide-to-out3ide area ratio 0.9 

Emioivity = 0.05 
,,, 	 .... 	.- 
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Fig. 1. Critical current density versus applied magnetic 
field. Nb-25 a/o Zr alloy has high current densities below 
70 kgauss, but Nb 3 Sn will reach fields above 100 kgauss. 
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ZN-2865 

rig. 2. Photomicrograph of early Nb Sn-cored wire in Nb sheath 
(0.025-in—diam wire made at Lwrencc Radiation Laboratory 
and used in coil tests plotted in Fig. 3a). The Sn appears 
to have been entirely converted to Nb 3 Sn. Some nonconverted 
Nb-powder particles are visible in the core. 
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Nb 3 	Sn 	coil Nb 3  Sn coil Nb- 25 0/0  Zr coil 

NR-lowire,0.025 in. diam. 	KD-29 wire,0.015 in.diam. WC-34wire,0.0I0in.diam. 
Coil characteristic B 0 70 i Coil characteristic B O= 520 i 	Coil characteristic B o = 260 i 

7 ft wire, 75turns 265 ft wire, 1014 turns 80 ft wire, 430 turns 
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Fig. 3. Coil performance of three superconducting coils. The coil 
characteristic line is the measured gauss/amp property of the 
coil. The resultant field curve of the wire is the resultant field 
of the external Nb quenching field and the field of the coil. The 
test operating points are shown. The design operating point of 
the Nb Sn coils is the intersection of the resultant field and 
the wii3e critical-current curve. The Nb-25 a/o Zr coils do not 
have an external quenching field. 
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ZN- 28 64 

Fig. 4. Small superconducting coils and wire test fixture. 
Left to right: NbSn coil made of 7 ft of 0.025-in.—diam 
wire (reached 12 Igauss at 23 amp). NbSn coil made of 
265 ft of 0.015-in. • —am wire (reached 12 kgauss at 23 
amp). Nb-25 a/o Zr coil made of 80 ft of 0.010-in. - 
diam wire (reached 9 kgauss at 30 amp without an external field). 
The coil was superconducting at 4.4 kgauss at 17 amp in external 
fields up to 70 kgauss. Wire test fixture 6-cm long supported 
in Micarta and soldered to copper blocks. 



This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com-
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, 

1.
completeness, 

or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa-

ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor-

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 

this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Corn-
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 




